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candidate with a record of fighting for
working-class interests, the BNP can not get
away with claiming working-class support .

Oppose policies which segregate and
divide. Policies which create separate white
areas and schools and ethnic minority areas
and schools provide fertile ground for the
BNP. We have to oppose policies which
segregate, including those proposed from a
supposedly progressive angle.

Educate ourselves. There is a wealth of
experience for us to learn from, such as
historical events like Cable Street 1936. And
we should debate our tactics. Bland ‘anti-
fascism’ is not enough - it needs politics.

Unite the working class against the
fascist threat. The labour movement can not
allow unnecessary division to hamper us.
But ‘unity’ with those who attack working-
class people is not helpful: we can’t stop the
BNP by uniting with the politicians who
drive people into the arms of the BNP!

Organise against the fascists, politically,
ideologically, and physically.

The mainstream anti-fascist movement
has not measured up well. There was a

lot of hard work put in during the elections,
but the approach was flawed. Rather than
address working-class concerns to win
people away from the BNP, the mainstream
anti-fascist campaigns preferred to advise
people to vote for ‘anyone but the BNP’ (the
Tories, maybe?!) and to issue leaflets with
fat cat Alan Sugar wagging his finger at
people telling them not to vote Nazi.

It’s high time for a rethink.

www.workersliberty.org/anti-fascism

FASCISTS GAIN GLA MEMBER:

STOP THE BNP!
www.workersliberty.org/tubeworker <> tubeworker@btopenworld.com

The fascist BNP is an anti-working-class,
anti-democratic party. It is also racist,

anti-semitic, homophobic and sexist. All it
stands for is against the interests of working-
class people. It not only has a vile, right-
wing ideology, but unlike other right-wing
groups, has – despite the BNP’s pretensions
otherwise – thugs prepared to fight for it.

Two main factors have enabled the BNP
to grow. Firstly, New Labour’s betrayal of
working-class people and communities; the
BNP has won council seats where white
working-class people think it is the only
party that cares about them. Secondly, BNP
leader Nick Griffin has acknowledged the
leg-up his party has been given by the anti-
immigrant consensus of Labour and the
Tories, cheered on by the media.

To fight the BNP, we need to tackle the
reasons for their success. We need to

drive out the fascists through assertive
working-class socialist politics. We need to:

Fight for demands which benefit and
unite workers of all races eg. decent jobs,
better pensions and housing. In such
campaigns, people will see that black people
and immigrants are not to blame, and that
racism and prejudice weaken us. We have to
take on Brown’s government.

Do consistent work in working-class
communities. The BNP wins in areas where
people see them more than they see
socialists and the labour movement.

Oppose all racism and demonisation of
immigrants. The BNP feeds off every
policy and prejudice about foreigners.

Support self-defence by communities
targeted by the fascists. Racist attacks
grow where fascists are strong.

Support direct action by workers
against the fascists. eg. posties refusing to
deliver mail, TV technicians pulling the plug
on election broadcasts. We need workers’
self-activity to deny fascists a platform - not
limp appeals to the state to do it for us.

Ensure that there are other candidates
worth voting for! Where there is a socialist

The British National Party now has a member on the Greater London Assembly, plus ten
new councillors across the country. This is bad news – and it should also prompt the

workers’ movement and anti-fascists to rethink strategies for fighting the BNP. It is not good
enough to wag fingers and tell people off for voting Nazi – we have to understand why they
do so and work out what to do in response.

March against BNP, Saturday 21 June
Assemble: 12 noon, Tooley Street (behind
GLA building, near Tower Bridge).

‘Notts Stop the BNP’ plans to stop a
repeat of the BNP ‘Red White and Blue’
festival this summer. More information:
http://nobnpfestival.wordpress.com

SUPPORT THE CLEANERS!
RMT is balloting cleaners for strikes to

demand a living wage. About time too
- the scandal of
poverty pay for
this grade has
gone on too long.
The ballot closes
on 19 June.

Cleaners
working for four
of the Tube’s
cowboy private
contractors - ISS,
ITS, ICS and
GBM - will vote
on whether to
strike for the
‘London living
wage’ (£7.20 per
hour), sick pay, 28 days’ paid holiday,
decent pensions and travel facilities, and an
end to ‘third-party sackings’.

There is lots of work for union activists to
do. There are practical obstacles to tackle,
for example checking membership details
for a vulnerable, fast-changing workforce.
We also have to allay cleaners’ fears about
their jobs or residence in Britain. Cleaners
need to be assured this is a secret ballot, and
a voting paper sent to the Electoral Reform
Society will not get back to the Home
Office or their boss. For most cleaners, this
will be their first strike ballot, and they may
be genuinely nervous, for some because of
bitter experiences of repression or of fake
‘unions’ in their countries of origin.

Sadly, the T&G/Unite! is not balloting its
cleaner members, which must delight the
employers, who like nothing better than to
divide and rule. Nonetheless, RMT’s
campaign is going well, with new members
joining the union to be part of the action.

Every union branch should organise its
members to go out round workplaces talking
to cleaners and assuring them of other
grades’ support. This can give the cleaners a
big confidence boost and ensure a big ‘Yes’
vote. We often hear the phrase that ‘the
strong should help the weak’ - but if we all
pull together, we may well find that the
cleaners are not so weak after all.

www.workersliberty.org/tubecleaners

Tubeworker’s weblog
- daily updates! -

www.workersliberty.org/twblog



Want to get every issue of Tubeworker (published at least every three weeks)?
Send us a fiver (cheques payable to WL Bulletins) and your address!

Got a story for Tubeworker? We welcome reports & comments from all Tube workers.
Contact Workers’ Liberty, PO Box 823, London SE15 4NA. 020-7207-3997

Subscribe to Tubeworker by e-mail: tubeworker-list-subscribe@workersliberty.org
Tubeworker p&p S. Matgamna

HANDY HINTS FOR BOOZE BAN

M anagement have a guide to help us
enforce Boris’ booze ban. Each

section starts with big letters: our safety is
paramount. But LUL slips in some ominous
words. How do we ‘challenge’ or ‘confront’
someone breaking the new rule and remain
safe?! And on the off-chance that the person
hands over the booze, what are we supposed
to do: stick it in the mess room fridge?!

Never mind, cos LUL and the Mayor
assure us the police will be on hand to help.
Judging by experience, they will turn up an
hour later and may arrest the staff member!

 www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

METRONET ATTACKS SIGNALS

M etronet is up to its tricks again.
The latest is an attempt to remove

signal staff from future control rooms.
Anyone would think that Metronet
wanted to finish off its own Signal Dept.

When an employer does this sort of
inch-by-inch attack, the danger is that the
unions fall back inch by inch. We must
not budge: defend the Signal Dept!

www.workersliberty.org/metronet

MEET THE NEW BOSS

Boris Johnson’s new ‘deputy mayor’
(shouldn’t such a post be elected?) is

Tim Parker, aka the Prince Of Darkness: a
title he earned by cutting loads of jobs at
the AA, whilst making pots of dosh. And
doing similar at Kwik-Fit and Clark’s.

One of the vilest species of capitalist ogre
of recent years has been the private equity
dealer, snout in trough, doing nothing
socially useful, just sucking out money at
the expense of who-cares-who. Tim Parker
is one of them, and will be Chair of TfL.
He’s our new boss.

Let’s get ourselves into shape to fight as
hard as he does, in the interests of workers
and passengers rather than private greed.

www.workersliberty.org/tubefatcats

SIGNING OFF

Boris’ vote-grabbing antics may yet
come back to bite him. Not only did

his election material explicitly commit
him to fight the ticket office closures
‘every step of the way’, but he signed a
passengers’ petition against the closures!

Some people might say our new Mayor
is a slimy, untrustworthy, upper-class,
Tory scumbag, but Tubeworker has every
faith in him to keep to his word. Honest.

www.workersliberty.org/ticketoffices

STAFF GIVEAWAY

H aving enticed staff to apply for RCI
and found that more passed than

expected, LUL has written to those on the
training waiting list asking if we want to
work on the buses! We kid you not.

What an indictment of the promotion
system that they can think of nothing better
to do with capable staff than give us away!
This is the same LUL that insists on
recruiting externally because there are not
enough capable internal applicants. If they
can’t see the contradiction in that, maybe it
is their capabilities that need reassessing.

www.workersliberty.org/promotion

NICE PLACE TO WORK. NOT.
Management made former Willesden

Junction staff move to Stonebridge
Park, without asking them and ignoring
their protest letters and safety concerns.

Union protests may have ensured that
this will be sorted out. But it shows you
how management are prepared to treat
us if they think they can get away with it.

www.workersliberty.org/bakerloo

ACCIDENT BOOKS, PLEASE

The removal of Accident Books has cut
safety standards, with accidents under-

reported, or no EIRF being produced. Union
reps do not have full access to EIRFs as
they would have to Accident Books, so can
not thoroughly investigate accidents.

What is LUL going to do about it? As
usual, as much as the unions and their rank-
and-file members can force them to. It’s not
like management are naturally inclined to
put our safety before their comforts.

www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

TOURIST MIS-INFORMATION

H ere’s another of management’s
unhelpful hints to ticket sellers...

Always encourage tourists to use Pay As
You Go. Problem: several stations for
popular tourist attractions - Hampton
Court, for example - don’t accept PAYG.

It’s a good job that most ticket sellers
have more faith in their own knowledge
of the job than in management’s silly tips.

www.workersliberty.org/fares

REFURB SEPARATES STAFF

F ollowing the refurb, Euston has a new
control room, where the Station

Assistant (Control Room) sits on his/her
own with the monitors and service info, and
a new, separate Supervisors’ office.

This prevents teamwork between them,
causes the SA(CR) increased workload and
isolation, and leaves Supervisors feeling
vulnerable about their jobs, as management
may claim two Supervisors on duty seems
superfluous under the new set-up.

Arrangements like this already exist at
several stations. The unions need to resist it
spreading via refurbs.

www.workersliberty.org/refurbs

SUCCESS STORY

I t seems that, thanks to the work of the
local union reps and the impact of the

report in the last issue of Tubeworker,
Embankment management have backed
down and restored the old staffing
arrangements. There is even a promise of
extra staff at the weekends!

www.workersliberty.org/district

‘BIG BROTHER’ IBUS SYSTEM TO REPLACE ROUTE CONTROLLERS
From our bus correspondent ...

T fL is installing new satellite radio equipment on all London buses, causing panic
amongst route/service controllers who realise their services may not be required.

When the system is operational, only a third of route controllers will be needed. Bus
operators have started culling controllers, and would seize the slightest opportunity to
sack them. The screening process at FirstBus was done through interviews; it is assumed
those who didn’t do well will be demoted to driving duties and some made redundant.

Service controllers are our field soldiers. They are mobile in order to monitor traffic
and make appropriate decisions. While the satellite network is able to pinpoint buses to
their precise location, they cannot monitor traffic and this is where the Big Brother
enthusiasts miss the point.

Some controllers in our depot have approached RMT members with a view to joining.
They are not so confident with their existing union, knowing what happened to more than
4,000 bus conductors who were made redundant by TfL about 4 yrs ago.

Tubeworker is produced by
tubeworkers in the Alliance for

Workers’ Liberty, an organisation
fighting as part of the labour

movement for a socialist alternative to
both capitalism and Stalinism, based

on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting
union for all railworkers. We reject

artificial divisions between workers of
different grades. We oppose racism,

sexism, homophobia and all prejudice
that divides us. Only our bosses benefit

from a divided workforce.


